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Introduction
Over the last few years, UK government policy has focussed on increasing the proportion of
people with addictions who exit the treatment system and sustain abstinent treatment goals.
(1)(2)(3)
There is an emerging consensus that engagement with Mutual Aid will improve recovery
outcomes and that treatment services should do more to introduce service users to this
form of support. (4)(5)(6)(7)(8)
In this review, we are particularly concerned with the evidence base for those Mutual Aid
organisations that have a strong presence in the UK and are mentioned explicitly by NICE
when defining Mutual Aid: Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), Narcotics Anonymous (NA) and
SMART Recovery. (5)
The vast majority of peer reviewed studies into Mutual Aid are from the USA and focus
specifically on AA. There are a smaller number of studies into NA and a handful about
SMART Recovery. Studies reported here are from the USA and based on the study of AA
unless otherwise stated.
It cannot readily be assumed that these research findings will generalise to AA in the UK, to
other substances of dependence, to other 12 step fellowships and to none 12 step groups
such as SMART Recovery. This document considers whether the nature and extent of
evidence suggests the findings are likely to generalise, whether Mutual Aid will improve
recovery outcomes for people in the UK context. Some of the significant methodological
challenges inherent in this task are described in Appendix A.
What is Mutual Aid?
Mutual Aid is the process of giving and receiving non-clinical and non-professional help to
achieve long-term recovery from addiction. (9) Mutual Aid groups are composed of people
who share the same problem, give and receive support as part of the group, are organised by
members, value experiential knowledge and charge no fees. (10) Mutual Aid is usually
considered to be a distinct activity from informal peer support and ‘Recovery Community
Organisations’. (11)
Does engagement with mutual aid improve recovery outcomes?
There is strong evidence that attendance at Mutual Aid, including NA, is associated with
improved recovery outcomes; (12) there is evidence that this relationship is causal
(13)(14)(15) and there is emerging evidence for the effectiveness of SMART Recovery. (16)
There is strong evidence, emerging in the UK,(17)(18) that engaging with both treatment
and Mutual Aid results in better outcomes than either alone. (19)(20)(21)(22)(23) For some
people, probably those with less serious problems, there is evidence that Mutual Aid alone
may be sufficient. (22)
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Can professionals increase engagement with Mutual Aid?
There is strong evidence that treatment professionals can improve engagement with Mutual
Aid, including NA (24)(25)(26)(27) and emerging evidence for SMART Recovery (28). There
is emerging evidence that ‘information only’ based approaches are insufficient and that a
more structured and assertive approach is needed. (27)
There is emerging evidence that coerced attendance at Mutual Aid is counter-productive, with
worse outcomes than treatment as usual. (29)
There is emerging evidence that engaging clients with Mutual Aid reduces addiction
treatment and other healthcare costs. (23)
Activity by generic drug and alcohol professionals to engage service users with mutual aid
during key-work sessions is described in England as ‘Facilitating Access to Mutual Aid’
(FAMA). (30)
Professionally delivered structured treatment interventions based on Mutual Aid are
collectively described as ‘Mutual Aid Facilitation’ and include ‘Twelve Step Facilitation’ (TSF)
and programmes based on SMART Recovery such as ‘Inside Out’.
There is evidence to support TSF, a structured treatment intervention that has engagement
with Mutual Aid as a goal, (31) with outcomes similar to other forms of structured treatment
and some evidence of better outcomes for people with low psychiatric morbidity. (32) The
evidence for TSF is not however unequivocal. (33)
There is emerging evidence to support professionally delivered interventions based on
SMART Recovery, including in criminal justice settings (34) and for people with dual
diagnosis. (35)
How does Mutual Aid work?
Research has increasingly applied mediational analysis and other research methods to
identify the underlying mechanisms of effect or ‘active ingredients’ of Mutual Aid. This work
is helpful to our understanding of whether outcome effects will generalise outside the US, to
different populations and to Mutual Aid groups other than the highly studied AA. It is also
worth noting that research into Mutual Aid extends far beyond the field of addictions, (36),
raising the possibility that there may be common mechanisms at work.
There is strong evidence that wider ‘abstinent social networks’ improve recovery outcomes
and ongoing association with people engaged with addiction is highly predictive of poor
outcomes. (37)(38)(39)(32)(40) There is strong evidence that engagement with Mutual Aid,
including NA, improves ‘abstinent’ social networks and evidence that this is a key mechanism
of effect. (41)(42)(43)(44)(45)(46)
This picture is consistent with an extensive evidence base from outside of the field of
addictions that social networks are critically important to a wide range of health and
wellbeing outcomes. (47)(48)
There is emerging evidence that the importance of social networks on recovery is greater
than that which can be offered by Mutual Aid, (49) suggesting that such groups may be very
useful but represent only part of the answer to social isolation for people in recovery.
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There is strong evidence that addiction Mutual Aid works in part on similar change
processes to professionally led treatment, including social learning, coping skills, motivation
and self-efficacy. (50)(51)(52)(51)
There is strong evidence that the cognitive behavioural therapy and therapeutic lifestyle
change tools used within SMART Recovery are effective when used within professionally
delivered programmes (53)(54)(55)(56) and emerging evidence for use within SMART
Recovery. (16)
There is emerging evidence that spiritual change and reduced negative affect is a mechanism
of change for 12-step Mutual Aid, particularly for people with greatest problem severity,
though this is overall of less importance than the impact of improved social networks.
(13)(45)(57)
There is emerging evidence that the tradition of ‘service’ and helping others is a mechanism
of effect for Mutual Aid. (58) Research into AA and NA suggests that being a sponsor
improves recovery outcomes for the sponsor themselves (40) and there is evidence,
(42)(59)(60) some conflicting, (40) that having a sponsor improves recovery outcomes.
There is a wider evidence base, from outside of addictions, that ‘giving back to others’ will
improve wellbeing and life satisfaction (47) and it is highly plausible that this is an ‘active
ingredient’ underpinning the effectiveness of a diverse range of approaches mutual aid.
There is emerging evidence that the use of self-study materials, as encouraged by most
Mutual Aid groups, is likely to be beneficial. (61)(62)
Do different Mutual Aid groups suit different people?
There is emerging UK evidence that some individuals have strong preferences for particular
Mutual Aid groups after exposure to several alternatives. (28) There is emerging evidence
that people in different programs have different psychological characteristics, (63) probably
as a result of choosing a program with a closer fit to their outlook.
As the 12-step Fellowships have religious origins (64) and are considered religious in nature
by the US legal system, (65)(66)(67) it is relevant to consider the impact of religious belief.
There is emerging evidence of benefit from 12-step Mutual Aid irrespective of the individual’s
belief in god. (68) On the other hand, there is also evidence that lower religiosity is
associated with poorer initiation, attendance and active participation with 12-step groups
compared to secular programs. (68)(69)(63)(70) This is at least suggestive that a close match
between individual beliefs and the group ethos may improve recovery outcomes.
It is highly likely that Mutual Aid groups adapt to local cultural contexts, so the style and
focus of meetings in the highly religious USA (71) may differ from Sweden where most
members are agnostic or atheist. (72) In the USA, secular Mutual Aid groups such as Lifering
and SMART Recovery appear to be particularly attractive to agnostics and atheists, (69) but it
cannot be assumed that this pattern will repeat in the UK, where 12-Step groups are likely
to have already adjusted to local cultural needs.
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Key Conclusions and discussion
Although there is an extensive body of research into Mutual Aid, most studies are
methodologically weak, typically describing correlations without the ability to infer causation
(see Appendix A). This has led some commentators to conclude that there is little or no
evidence for this form of support. We conclude that this is an out-dated position. The
increasing numbers of higher quality studies, along with extensive corroborative research
supports more robust conclusions.
There is strong evidence that participation in Mutual Aid groups improves recovery
outcomes and evidence that greater levels of participation are associated with better
outcomes.
There is strong evidence that ‘abstinence supportive’ social networks are critical to recovery
and evidence that the ability of Mutual Aid to improve such networks is a key mechanism of
effect for these groups. The ability of Mutual Aid to build abstinent social network is an
important advantage over treatment services and Mutual Aid is able to confer this benefit
for many years after the end of an episode of treatment.
Other key mechanisms of effect are likely to be similar to those for treatment services, such
as coping skills, motivation and self-efficacy.
There is strong evidence that treatment services can and should improve engagement of
their service users with Mutual Aid and the evidence is consistent with the ‘Facilitating
Access to Mutual Aid’ model developed by Public Health England. There are strong grounds
to believe that this approach will improve treatment outcomes and save health and
treatment costs.
For most people who currently approach treatment services, Mutual Aid is not an effective
replacement for treatment and the combination of treatment plus Mutual Aid is likely to be
better than either alone.
It is appropriate to be concerned that Mutual Aid might become seen as way to replace
necessary professional treatment with a free alternative. This would be misguided,
dangerous and do a great disservice to the Mutual Aid organisations.
There is emerging evidence that coerced attendance is counter-productive, leading to worse
outcomes than treatment as usual. Policy makers should be cautious about mass coercion
through the criminal justice system and keep in mind that such strategies in the USA are
driven by a lower availability of treatment rather than evidence of effectiveness.
There is emerging evidence that an increased range of options in Mutual Aid will improve
recovery outcomes by enabling a closer match between group ethos and individual values.
This evidence is not strong enough to recommend ‘matching’ individuals based on their
beliefs. Prominent researchers have wisely argued for the availability of a diverse array of
mutual-help options, (73) suggesting that individuals try different groups and find one where
they feel most able to be actively involved.
It is highly plausible that the evidence described in this report will generalise to the UK and
apply to a range of 12-step and none 12-step Mutual Aid groups. It is plausible that many of
these findings will also apply to other forms of peer support and recovery communities.
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Recommendations 1
The following recommendations derive from the analysis of this report; though also borrow
from an important working group consensus statement. (74)
1. Treatment services should use robust Mutual Aid group referral methods, such as the
FAMA framework produced by Public Health England.
2. Treatment services should encourage service users to try different models of Mutual
Aid and find what works for them.
3. Treatment services should adopt the principle of ‘information parity’, so service users
are informed about all the Mutual Aid options available.
4. Commissioners and treatment services should expand choice and access to Mutual
Aid in the criminal justice system, supported housing and other intervention settings.
5. Commissioners should consider how treatment services can be incentivised to
improve service user engagement with Mutual Aid.
6. Commissioners should also consider how to encourage referrals to Mutual Aid in
generic health care settings, especially primary care.
7. Commissioners should be discouraged from using Mutual Aid as a replacement for
specialist treatment services.
8. Commissioners and treatment services should support opportunities for family
members of people struggling with addictions to be involved in Mutual Aid.
There are significant deficits in the evidence base. Further research is particularly urgent on
the following questions:
1. The effectiveness of FAMA interventions in the UK context.
2. The relative efficacy or appropriateness of structured Mutual Aid Facilitation in the
UK context and compared to more simple FAMA interventions.
3. Exploration of matching effects, whether certain client characteristics are associated
with better outcomes through different mutual aid programmes.
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Appendix A - Methodological approach, challenges and caveats
This review aims to use consistent language to communicate the strength of evidence, with
‘strong’ evidence referring to multiple well-constructed studies, ‘evidence’ referring to one
or two strong studies and ‘emerging evidence’ to promising though less methodologically
robust studies or a larger number of corroborative data points including grey literature.
This is not a systematic review and was not based on pre-defined search terms. In many
cases, the studies quoted are as recommended by key experts as simply the strongest
examples work in a given area.
There are methodological challenges that make this exercise more complicated than simply
providing a summary of existing systematic reviews.
It is not possible to construct randomized controlled trials (RCT) to test the effectiveness of
Mutual Aid within naturalistic, real world settings, because participation is self-initiated, most
groups are anonymous and it is not practicable to create a control group. In practice, most
RCT’s looking at Mutual Aid examines professionally facilitated interventions, such as Twelve
Step Facilitation (TSF) rather than Mutual Aid itself.
This has created difficulties in conducting and understanding systematic reviews, which tend
to put the RCT at the apex of the evidence hierarchy. For example a Cochrane review into
the effectiveness of “AA and other twelve step programmes” found only eight studies for
inclusion, all of which were actually about professionally initiated interventions to engage
people with mutual aid. (33) The only Cochrane review in this area may thus contribute
something to our understanding of professional interventions based on Mutual Aid, but is
fundamentally silent on the efficacy of Mutual Aid itself.(75)
There are high-quality Randomized Controlled Trials relevant to some of the questions in this
review, but elsewhere, other forms of research methodology are more appropriate and
scientifically robust. It is important not to interpret the lack of an RCT as a lack of evidence
or rigour. This observation is not novel and a number of prominent addictions researchers
have urged consideration of a wider range of research methodologies (76)(77)(78) and
concluded that mutual aid can indeed be studied scientifically. (79)
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Appendix B – Commentaries
William White
Richard Phillips has provided a valuable service in reviewing the scientific studies on the
effects of participation in addiction recovery mutual aid organizations and discussing these
findings within a UK context. Scientific support for recovery mutual aid has increased in
tandem with the number, scope and methodological rigor of recent studies.
The findings and recommendations in the Phillips review are of great import given the
international growth and increased diversification of secular, spiritual and religious recovery
mutual aid organizations and the emergence of new recovery community support
institutions, e.g., recovery advocacy and support organisations / centres / residences /
schools / cafes, etc.
Hopefully, this review will spark discussions about how professional and mutual aid
interventions can best be combined and sequenced in the UK to support people through
the stages of recovery: pre-recovery, recovery initiation and stabilisation, recovery
maintenance, enhanced quality of personal and family life in long-term recovery and efforts
to break intergenerational cycles of addiction.
Recovery mutual aid organizations offer viable support for intrapersonal processes of
addiction recovery and their expansion within local communities contributes to the social
space within which recovery can flourish. Historically, studies of addiction recovery mutual
aid organisations are moving from a focus on what they can delete from one’s life to a focus
on what they can also add to one’s life.
William L. White, MA, is Emeritus Senior Research Consultant, Chestnut Health Systems
John Kelly
This is a concise and thorough summary of the evidence on mutual aid organizations as they
relate to addiction treatment and recovery. The review is notable in that it includes the most
rigorous scientific studies completed during the past 10 years that have examined the
efficacy, effectiveness, health care cost offset potential, and mechanisms, of mutual aid
organizations and related professional interventions designed specifically to stimulate mutual
aid engagement. Given the prodigious burden of disease, disability, and premature mortality
associated with alcohol and other drug use and related problems in the United Kingdom,
and the expense of providing purely professional services to sustain remission, this focus on
freely available and widespread mutual aid resources is sensible and timely. The quantity and
quality of evidence supporting recovery mutual aid participation indicates broader support
and implementation of mutual aid is likely to have a beneficial national impact on clinical
outcomes, and public health and safety.
John F. Kelly, PhD. Is the Elizabeth R. Spallin Associate Professor of Psychiatry in Addiction Medicine,
Harvard Medical School; Director Recovery Research Institute, Massachusetts General Hospital.
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